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**Access and Use:** The Otis Historical Archives is committed to providing open access to its collections as far as possible within the limits of privacy and confidentiality. Some of the records may contain restricted material. Access to this collection is at the discretion of the Otis Historical Archives and material contained within the records may be subject to review before access is granted.

**Series/Scope and Content Note:** This collection consists of ophthalmologic material, mostly related to prominent doctors, collected by Dr. Burton Chance. Materials include reprints, photographs, manuscripts, Chance's personal correspondence, and exhibit labels. There is also Chance material in Historical Collections. The collection was probably given to the Museum by the American Ophthalmological Society, who received it from Chance.

**BOX AND CONTENT LIST**

**SERIES 001: PHOTOGRAPHS**

00001: Photograph: Samuel D. Gross, 1857
00002: Photostat Reproduction of Photograph: Squier Littell, ca. 1866
00003: Photo Card: Max Emanuel Mandelstanum, 1839-1912
00004: Photograph: Marine Eye and Ear Infirmary with Original Staff, 1888
00005: Photograph: Wills Hospital, ca. 1890
00006: Photograph: Edward Jackson, 18 years old
00007: Lithographic Portrait: Dr. Clifford Albutt
00008: Group Photograph: Guist, Lindner, Fuchs, Miller, Bachster, Pillat (n.d.)
00009: Photograph: Dr. Adolf Barkan, Vienna (n.d.)
00010: Original Etching: George Lindsay Johnson, London (n.d.)
00011: Photograph: Dr. Herman Knapp, New York (n.d.)
00012: Photograph: J. Santos Fernandez, Cuba (n.d.)
00013: Photograph: Jalippencot (n.d.)
SERIES 002: CORRESPONDENCE

00025: Correspondence: Edward C. Ellett, 1898-1940
00026: Correspondence: Nettleship to Marlow, 1912-1913
00027: Letter: Dr. C.M. Culver to Chance, 1917
00028: Death Notice: Dr. Edmond Landolt, 1926
00029: Correspondence: Dr. Andrews to Jackson, with Anatomical Photograph, 1926-1927
00030: Postcard: To Dr. Jackson from Lindner and Kalt, Commemorating Prof. Arlt, 1937
00031: Correspondence: Dr. Chance, 1926-1944

SERIES 002: PUBLICATIONS

00032: Photograph of Title Page and Text: Daca Valdes Book on Spectacles, 1623
00033: “Red Blanks for Sketching the Fundus Oculi,” Conrad Burns (1895)
00035: “Notes on the Use and Non-use of the Occlusive Bandage in Cases of Heterophoria,” F. W. Marlow (1897)
00036: Reprints: Notes “On the Beginning of Local Cocaine Anesthesia,” 1928-1934
00037: “Notes on the Early Medical History of Cincinnati,” Elkanah Williams (1937)
00040: Vision Test Cards (ca. 1940s)
00041: Bibliography (1925-1942)